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ABSTRACT: We report on small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) investigations of separate phase domains in high fat
(70%) oil-in-water emulsions emulsified with the combination of
sodium caseinate (CAS) and phosphatidylcholine (PC). The
emulsion as a whole was studied by contrast variation to identify
scattering components dominated by individual emulsifiers. The
emulsion was subsequently separated into the aqueous phase and
the oil-rich droplet phase, which were characterized separately.
Emulsions produced with 1.05% (w/w) CAS and PC fraction
which varies between 1.75% (w/w) and 0.35% (w/w) provided
droplets between 10 and 19 μm in surface weighted mean in 70%
fish oil-in-water emulsions. At least two-third of the overall CAS is associated with the interface, while the rest remains with the
aqueous phase. Six percent of PC formed a monolayer in the interface, while the rest of the PC remains in the droplet phase in the
form of multilayers. When the separated components were resuspended, the resuspended emulsion showed similar characteristics
compared to the original emulsion in terms of droplet size distribution and neutron scattering. Instead, CAS in the aqueous phase
separated from the emulsion shows aggregation not present in the corresponding CAS-in-D2O system.

■ INTRODUCTION

Health benefits of marine long chain (LC) omega-3
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) have been investigated
in the last decades and beneficial health effects, such as
decreasing cardiovascular diseases, reducing inflammation, and
improving mental health, have been reported.1,2 During the last
decade, fish oil-in-water emulsions have been used as delivery
systems for increasing the intake of LC omega-3 PUFAs, such
as eicosapentaenoic (C20:5n-3, EPA) and docosahexaenoic
(C22:6n-3, DHA) acids.3,4 The fat content has a direct effect
on the textural properties and viscosity of the emulsions and
particular attention has been placed on the highest fat
content.4−7 High fat omega-3 delivery emulsions have
advantage over low fat ones, as adding smaller amounts of
delivery emulsion is adequate for enrichment. Moreover, high
fat delivery emulsion has similar physical structure as the high
fat foods (e.g., mayonnaise, high-fat dressings) and this
provides easiness for mixing without significant alteration of
the final product.
Casein has been investigated by researchers for decades and

found to form a complex micellar structure with an average
diameter of about 200 nm with a complicated association
behavior.8−11 Sodium caseinate (CAS) does not form micelles
as milk casein but 10−11 nm sized particles, similar to
submicelles formed by casein.12−14 Phosphatidylcholine (PC)

has been used in the food industry as an emulsifier thanks to its
surface active properties together with metal chelating and
radical scavenging activities. PC forms a distinctive lamellar
structure, when dispersed in water or oil-in-water emulsions
above its critical micelle concentration.15

Oil-in-water emulsions can be stabilized by combining
several emulsifiers, and this may allow better physical and
oxidative stability compared to the use of a single emulsifier.16

This is not true for all emulsifier combinations as they may
form separated domains at the oil−water interface, which may
yield lower physical stability as well as oxidative stability due to
the diffusion of prooxidants from one phase to another.17

We have recently studied the idea whereby a thicker oil−
water interfacial layer may be formed and the better oxidative
stability achieved by combining proteins and surfactants.18 If
used as a single emulsifier, flexible and disordered proteins,
such as casein, form a thicker but less dense interface
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compared to surfactants, which however can adsorb to the
interface through the gaps in between the protein mole-
cules.18−21 If emulsions are stabilized with the combined use of
casein and surfactants (e.g., Tween 60 or lecithin), surfactants
are assumed to replace some of the casein at the oil−water
interface altering the characteristics of the adsorbed casein
layer.22−25 Lecithin, for example, may adsorb to the available
hydrophobic areas at the oil−water interface, where there is a
bare lipid surface in between casein molecules preventing
aggregation and coalescence of the lipid droplets.22,23 More-
over, other studies also showed that proteins (CAS, β-casein,
or β-lactoglobulin) were displaced by surfactants (Tween 20,
or Tween 60) and the growth of surfactants at the interface
resulted in the compression and formation of more densely
packed protein networks at the interface, which then lead to
leave of the protein molecules in the bulk.26,27

In our previous paper, we focused on the interfacial
properties on 70% oil-in-water emulsions stabilized with CAS
and PC and characterized them using the combination of light
scattering, small angle X-ray scattering and small angle neutron
scattering (SANS).25 We found that the emulsions had 12−15
μm sized droplets, the PC monolayer separating the oil and
water phases. At the same time, 80% CAS was loosely bound
to the interface without forming a continuous coverage. The
distance between aggregated CAS in emulsion was increased
compared to CAS aggregates in CAS-in-D2O system. The
distance between PC bilayers became larger with increasing PC
concentration. Multilayered PC (supposedly in the continuous
aqueous bulk phase) became thicker in the presence of oil−
water interface compared to the PC-in-D2O. These findings
pointed to the interaction or loose binding between the
interface and multilayered PC. Focus was placed on the
interface and conclusions were drawn from the overall
emulsions and pure emulsifiers in water as well as from
deuterated hexadecane, which was taken as a model compound
for fish oil.
In this paper, we take another angle to our previous work

placing focus on continuous aqueous and dispersed oil bulk
phases. Moreover, we do not use deuterated hexadecane as a
model compound for fish oil in this study. Fish oil contains
several types of fatty acids including LC omega-3 PUFAs in
triglyceride form, whereas hexadecane is an alkane hydro-
carbon, which could represent only limited amount of fatty
acids. Even though fish oil has strong incoherent scattering
background in neutron scattering experiments, we decided to
keep the original system for the sake of studying the original
system, assuming fish oil’s more complex interactions with
emulsifiers compared to hexadecane during emulsion produc-
tion. We identify the bulk phases in the overall mixture by
SANS and contrast variation and subsequently separate and
independently investigate followed by a re-suspension. This
way we obtain information on the distribution of the
emulsifiers in different phases of the emulsion as well as the
re-dispersibility of the emulsion system after re-suspending the
separated phases. This study contributes to understanding oil−
water interfacial properties of high fat fish oil-in-water
emulsions with implications in oxidative stability.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Cod liver oil was provided by Maritex A/S (Sortland,

Norway) and stored at −40 °C until use. CAS (Miprodan 30) was
donated by Arla Foods Ingredients amba (Viby J, Denmark). Arla
reported a protein content of 92% in CAS for Miprodan 30. PC from

soybean, PC (LIPOID S 100) was donated by Lipoid GmbH
(Ludwigshafen, Germany). Specifications reported that PC content
was 94.0% (based on dry weight). It also contained lysophosphati-
dylcholine not more than 3%. Fatty acid (%, w/w) content of the PC
was analyzed and determined as follows; C14:0 (0.09), C16:0
(12.55), C18:0 (3.77), C18:1n-9 (8.42), C18:2n-6 (65.82), C18:3n-6
(7.11). Deuterium oxide (D2O) (98%D) was purchased from
Chemtronica (Stockholm, Sweden).

Figure 1 illustrates the estimated scattering length densities (SLDs)
for the studied materials following the values reported in the

Supporting Information of Yesiltas et al.25 The SLD of water increases
from that of H2O to that of D2O and the SLD of CAS increases
because of the assumed hydrogen exchange with increasing D2O
content. The SLD of PC and the SLD of fish oil are assumed
constants. The latter was calculated for omega-3 as C60H92O6.

Sample Preparation. The notation and sample compositions are
listed in Table 1. Aqueous phases of the 70% (w/w) oil-in-water
emulsions were prepared one day before and left overnight on the
magnetic stirrer (500 rpm) in order to allow the CAS and PC to
dispersed together in distilled water or D2O. Emulsions (10 g) were
prepared neutral pH 7.0 ± 0.1 using hand-held Ultra-Turrax
(POLYTRON PT 1200 E). First the aqueous phases were mixed
for 30 s and then the oil phase was added slowly in 3 min while the
aqueous phase was continuously mixed. After adding the oil phase,
70% oil-in-water emulsion was mixed for additional 4 min. The
amount of CAS and fish oil was fixed. The amount of PC and the
composition of water were varied. This led to seven different
emulsions in three different families in terms of PC fraction. These
families are denoted as “a”, “b,” and “CAS”.

Figure 2 illustrates the preparation of the oil-rich droplet phase and
the water-rich aqueous phase. One of the original emulsions (EMUL-
a-100) was separated into its aqueous phase and the oil-rich droplet
phase using centrifugation at 36,000g for 10 min at 10 °C. After
centrifugation was applied, two phases were obtained; droplet and
aqueous phases. The droplet phase was collected with a spatula and
the aqueous phase was collected using a needle connected to a
syringe, which went into the bottom part of the tube. The droplet
phase was mixed with pure D2O and re-suspended. This was repeated
3 times in order to make sure that the droplet phase was washed from
unadsorbed emulsifiers (grey part marked in Figure 2). All the
samples (i.e., the emulsions and separated components) were studied
by SANS and the measurements were done within 3 days after sample
preparation. No phase segregation was observed within this time.

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering. SANS measurements were
performed on the Yellow Submarine instrument at the BNC in
Budapest (Hungary). Samples were filled in Hellma quartz cells of 2
mm path length and placed in the instrument and the measurements
were done at 25 °C. The wavelengths of 4.38 and 10.23 Å were used
at the sample-to-detector distances of 1.15 and 5.25 m leading to the
overall scattering vector (q)-range from 0.07 to 4.2 nm−1. A 10 mm-
diameter beam was used with 2 mm path length samples, contained in

Figure 1. Illustration of employed SLD values for the aqueous matrix
(red solid line), CAS (magenta dashed line), PC (black dashed line),
and fish oil (blue solid line) against the D2O/H2O ratio.
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quartz cells, and with measurement times of 20−60 min. The used
D2O/H2O mixtures, empty cell and H2O were also measured. The
scattering from the cell and solvent were subtracted from the data.
The scattering curves were calculated using the expanded Porod’s

law for two subsequent interfaces as in eq 1

ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ

π

= [ − + − − − −

]

I q
S
V

qT
q

( ) ( ) ( ) 2( )( )

cos( )
2

e o
2

e w
2

e o e w

4 (1)

where ρe, ρo and ρw are SLDs of emulsion interface, oil and water and
where S/V is the specific surface area. T is the film thickness at the
oil−water interface. The various contrast measurements were treated
by assuming the same surface area but varying contrast of the water
phase calculated for the given D2O/H2O ratio.
The estimated contributions of free CAS in water were estimated

for comparison (dashed curves, vide infra). These were based on
experimental scattering profiles measured from CAS in D2O over 1−
10% (w/w) concentration range and the assumed concentrations
were found by interpolation.25 In this process, the scattering
intensities were scaled for the water phase volume and reduced

scattering contrast as a function of D2O/H2O ratio. This way, we were
able to match the CAS and water content to the compared emulsions.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Contrast Variation in Fish Oil-In-Water Emulsions.
Figure 3 shows the droplet-size distribution of the studied
high-fat emulsions stabilized with CAS and PC containing oil
droplets within the aqueous phase. The distribution maximum
corresponds to the previously reported 12 μm droplet size of
the emulsions produced with hexadecane.25 All the samples
were stable during their measurement; no creaming or
coalescence were observed. Droplet-size distribution of
emulsions with two different formulae as well as before and
after centrifugation and resuspension are shown in Figure S1,
in the Supporting Information.
We next turn to the contrast variation considerations. The

idea was to prepare D2O/H2O mixtures that would make CAS
and PC contributions selectively invisible to neutrons allowing
us to obtain data dominated by one emulsifier (either PC or
CAS) at a time. As shown in Figure 1, the first condition was

Table 1. List of Samples

bulk phases % (w/w)

emulsifiers % (w/w) D2O/H2O

code sample CAS PC 0:100 20:80 40:60 70:30 100:0 fish oil

EMUL-a-0 emulsion 1.05 1.75 27.2 70
EMUL-a-40 emulsion 1.05 1.75 27.2 70
EMUL-a-100 emulsion 1.05 1.75 27.2 70
EMUL-b-0 emulsion 1.05 0.35 28.6 70
EMUL-b-20 emulsion 1.05 0.35 28.6 70
EMUL-b-40 emulsion 1.05 0.35 28.6 70
EMUL-CAS-0 emulsion 1.05 29.0 70
EMUL-a-100-DP droplet phase of EMUL-a-100
EMUL-a-100-AP aqueous phase of EMUL-a-100
EMUL-a-100-RESUS resuspension of EMUL-a-100-DP with D2O
CAS 5% “70:30” solution 5 95
CAS 5% “100:0” solution 5 95

Figure 2. Illustration of sample preparation. “o/w emulsion” stands for “oil-in-water emulsion”.
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fulfilled in the 40:60 (D2O/H2O) mixture, whereas the second
condition was fulfilled in the 20:80 (D2O/H2O) mixture.
Figure 4 shows the SANS patterns of the first emulsion

family “a” with 1.05% (w/w) CAS and 1.75% (w/w) PC.

Particular attention should be paid on the 40:60 mixture
(EMUL-a-40) at this represents visible PC and invisible CAS
and has not been discussed in our previous paper.25 The solid
lines represent calculated scattering contributions for the given
composition and contrast. The dashed lines represent
estimated scattering contributions for free CAS in water for
the discussed D2O/H2O ratios.
The curve for the fish oil-in-D2O (EMUL-a-100) is similar

to those reported in our earlier paper.25 It is dominated by the
−4 slope for the lowest q, indicating the presence of globular
particles, and shows a distinctive interference maximum at
about 1 nm−1 originating from the scattering contrast within
PC layers. The calculated scattering curves (solid lines) follows
experimental data (symbols) apart from the interference
maximum at 1 nm−1. This indicates that the system can be
understood in terms of the above described 2-interface model

(eq 1). This scattering contribution for free CAS in water
(dashed lines) is an order of magnitude less than the interface
contribution for fish oil-in-water systems showing how most of
measured scattering arises from the interface.
To understand the overall intensities, we refer to the Figure

1 for contrast considerations. The higher the D2O fraction, the
higher is the contrast between the oil phase and the aqueous
phase. This explained increasing overall intensity with
increasing D2O fraction regardless the match point between
CAS and the aqueous phase (CAS is always a minority
compound). The charged PC head incorporated water
molecules and the observed PC peak for fish oil-in-D2O
stems from the contrast between hydrogen rich PC and D2O
incorporated into the PC layers. This peak is visible for the
emulsion in D2O but disappears when the contrast between
PC and D2O is suppressed for higher H2O concentrations, that
is, for the 40:60 mixture.
The PC volume corresponds to 1.75% (w/w) of the overall

weight while the droplets counted as 70% of the overall weight.
If we assume that the droplet radius was 6 μm (Figure 3) and
the monolayer thickness was 3.2 nm calculated from the
molecule lengths, the monolayer volume would correspond to
0.1% of the overall volume. This means that approximately 6%
of the originally incorporated PC would be located in the
monolayer and the rest either in the bulk aqueous or bulk oil
phase. In our previous paper, we studied multilayered PC
particles in water and in the discussed emulsions.25 We found
that the long period tended to be shorter and the coherence
length (deduced from the peak width of Bragg reflections) was
longer in emulsions, in the presence of interface. This pointed
to a loose binding or a weak interaction between interface and
multilayered PC. We could not quantify the exact amount of
PC interacting with the interface.
The question is whether there is an equilibrium between PC

located at the interface and PC located in the bulk or whether
the PC monolayer is formed independently on free PC. This
motivates us to decrease the PC content and move to the
emulsion family “b”, which is otherwise identical but has 5
times less PC than the family “a”.
Figure 5 plots the SANS patterns of the first emulsion family

“b” with 1.05% (w/w) CAS and 0.35% (w/w) PC. Most
interesting is to compare 20:80 mixture (EMUL-b-20),
representing visible CAS and invisible PC, to the data of
40:60 mixture (EMUL-b-40), representing visible PC and
invisible CAS. The data of 20:80 mixture shows a shallow
feature at 0.1−0.3 nm−1 originating from CAS. For the contrast
reason, this feature is distinctive for 0:100 mixture (EMUL-b-
0) and for the emulsion without PC (EMUL-CAS-0). On the
other hand, EMUL-b-40 shows a trace of PC peak at 1 nm−1

but this is significantly weaker than the peak associated with
EMUL-a-100 (Figure 4). We assume that the major
contribution to this maximum, which corresponds to the PC
bilayer thickness, is due to associated water at the head to head
layer. We suggest that the stronger peak stems from the higher
contrast between relatively higher D2O fraction in the PC head
domains and the higher PC overall concentration in EMUL-a-
100. As above, the relative scattering contributions from the
corresponding amount of pure CAS in water (dashed lines) are
well below those arising from the studied emulsions with the
same D2O/H2O ratios. When the emulsions in H2O are
considered, EMUL-b-0 represents an emulsion where both
emulsifiers are present and nominally visible (to the certain
extent). The SANS pattern of pure CAS in oil-in-H2O

Figure 3. Droplet-size distribution of the studied high fat (70%, w/w)
oil-in-water emulsion produced with 1.05% CAS and 1.75% PC.

Figure 4. SANS patterns of the fish oil-in-water emulsions with the
D2O/H2O ratio as 0:100 (EMUL-a-0red circles), 40:60 (EMUL-a-
40blue solid diamonds), and 100:0 (EMUL-a-100black squares).
The solid lines are calculated scattering contributions for the interface
with the PC monolayer together with free CAS. The dashed lines are
calculated contributions for free CAS corresponding to equiv 1.05%
(w/w) CAS concentration in a pure aqueous phase for 0:100 (dashed
red line) and 100:0 D2O/H2O ratios (dashed black line). The same
contribution for 40:60 D2O/H2O mixture falls below the plotted
intensity scale.
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emulsion (EMUL-CAS-0), that is emulsion without PC, is
shown for comparison. Again, the overall scattering intensity
increases with the increasing D2O fraction. The scattering
contribution arising from PC in EMUL-b-0 is very small
because of the similar SLD of fish oil and PC. The PC
contribution is possibly seen in the latter case as a small
maximum at 1 nm−1.
Separated Oil Rich and Aqueous Phases. We next

move to the separated aqueous phase and the oil-rich droplet
phase and their resuspension (cf., Figure 2). We assume that
the aqueous phase contains D2O and any excess emulsifier
preferring water not included at the oil−water-interface. In
contrast, we assume that the droplet phase is a heavily
concentrated oil-rich system containing oil droplets with the
emulsifier interface and any excess emulsifier preferring oil.
Figure 6 shows the SANS patterns of the droplet phase

(EMUL-a-100-DP) and the aqueous phase (EMUL-a-100-
AP). The corresponding data of the original fish oil-in-D2O
emulsion (EMUL-a-100) alongside the data from the
resuspended emulsion (EMUL-a-100-RESUS) are shown for
comparison.
The data from the aqueous phase has no signs of the

maximum at 1 nm−1 but instead a prominent feature at 0.1−
0.3 nm−1. The data from the droplet phase shows a distinctive
maximum at 1 nm−1 but the feature at 0.1−0.3 nm−1 is
diminished. This indicates that PC was associated with the
droplet phase and the excess CAS with the aqueous phase.
This also means that the observed maximum stems from both
bulk and interface PC and is not a good measure for PC
distribution. The scattering patterns of original emulsion and
its resuspension are essentially similar being dominated by the
−4 slope with an interference maximum at 1 nm−1 (an
indication of PC) and a feature at 0.1−0.3 nm−1 (an indication

of CAS). This implies that the separated components were
resuspended and that the system was regained in colloidal
length-scales.
Figure 7 shows the SANS pattern of the fish oil-in-D2O

emulsion (EMUL-a-100) with the calculated data merged from

the scattering curves from the oil-rich droplet phase and the
aqueous phase after separation. The merged data followed the
emulsion data and replicates essential structural features of the
original emulsion in the length scales probed by the instrument
(about 1−60 nm). This indicates that the essential scattering
features were maintained and no completely different structure
is present in the separated droplet and aqueous phases.
Figure 8 shows the SANS patterns of the aqueous phase

(EMUL-a-100-AP) alongside the data of 1% (w/w) CAS and
2% (w/w) CAS-in-D2O adapted from the ref 25. All curves
display a characteristic CAS feature, and the one observed for
the aqueous phase corresponds to those observed for the 1−
2% (w/w) CAS-in-D2O data. By comparison, scattering
characteristics of 5% (w/w) CAS-in-D2O are more distinctive

Figure 5. SANS patterns of the fish oil-in-water emulsions with the
D2O/H2O ratios as 0:100 (EMUL-b-0green circles), 20:80
(EMUL-b-20magenta dots) and 40:60 (EMUL-b-40cyan solid
diamonds) alongside the data of the fish oil-in-water emulsified by
pure CAS (EMUL-CAS-0gray crosses). The solid lines are
calculated scattering contributions arising from the interface together
with free CAS. The dashed lines are calculated contributions for free
CAS in H2O with and without PC (fully overlapping dashed green
and black lines) and for the 20:80 D2O/H2O mixture without PC
(dashed magenta lines). The same contribution for 40:60 D2O/H2O
mixture without PC falls below the plotted intensity scale. These
calculations correspond to the equivalent 1.05% (w/w) CAS
concentration in the pure aqueous phase. The D2O/H2O ratios
correspond to the plotted emulsion data.

Figure 6. SANS patterns of fish oil-in-D2O emulsion (EMUL-a-100
black open squares) and resuspended emulsion (EMUL-a-100-
RESUSblack solid squares) where the droplet phase was separated
and resuspended in pure D2O three times (black solid squares) as well
as a separated droplet phase (EMUL-a-100-DPolive dots) and a
separated aqueous phase (EMUL-a-100-APmagenta diamonds).

Figure 7. SANS patterns of fish oil-in-D2O emulsion (EMUL-a-100
black squares) and the data calculated as a combination of separately
measured data of the aqueous phase and the oil-rich phase (olive
stars).
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(Figure S2, in the Supporting Information). Compared to the
scattering curves from the CAS-in-D2O, the curve from the
aqueous phase has higher scattering intensity and an upturn at
the lowest q. This indicates the presence of objects larger than
present in aqueous CAS.
Using the data of the deuterated hexadecane-in-D2O

emulsion, which was prepared to represent a model compound
for the native fish oil-in-D2O emulsion, we argued that the
most CAS was located at the oil−water interface and that the
aqueous phase contained 22−23% (w/w) of CAS placed in the
emulsion in the first place.25 This emulsion contained
altogether 1.05% (w/w) CAS against the overall weight
which corresponds to 3.86% (w/w) CAS against the D2O
volume. If we assume that 22% (w/w) of all CAS is located in
D2O, this would correspond to 0.22 × 3.86% (w/w) = 0.85%
(w/w) CAS-in-D2O system. This number matched well to the
above-presented 1−2% (w/w) CAS-in-D2O samples.

■ CONCLUSIONS
High-fat (70%) oil-in-water emulsion was developed using a
combination of CAS and PC. This emulsion was studied by
SANS and contrast variation was employed to identify
scattering components dominated by CAS or PC. The
emulsion was subsequently separated into the aqueous phase
and oil-rich droplet phase. Significant fraction of emulsifiers
remained in the continuous bulk phases outside the interface.
Approximately 70−80% of initial CAS was located at the
interface and the rest in the aqueous phase. Circa 6% of initial
PC formed a 3.2 nm thick monolayer at the interface. Rest of
the PC remained in the droplet phase and in the close vicinity
of the oil−water interface. Consequently, the droplet size
distribution, as obtained by the laser diffraction, was insensitive
to the total emulsifier concentration within the studied limits
and remained similar when PC content was decreased from
1.75% (w/w) down to 0.35% (w/w). The separated aqueous
and droplet phases appeared to be redispersible and similar to
the original system over the length scales of 1−60 nm. CAS left
in the continuous aqueous phase separated from the original
emulsion formed scatterers larger than particles present in
corresponding CAS-in-D2O mixtures. This indicated that the
emulsion formation was not fully reversible.
In our previous work, we showed that the present CAS and

PC combination and selected emulsifier fractions represented
an optimum in terms of oxidative stability.18 The fact that a

major part of emulsifiers remains in the bulk in this optimum
might have implications when seeking for new emulsifier
combinations and when planning work with additional
antioxidants. In addition, it has been shown elsewhere that
the oxidative stability depended on the droplet sizes and
interfacial layer thickness and not only on the fatty acid
composition.18,21,28 This implies that our structural ideas may
be generalized to food matrices including various omega-3
polyunsaturated fatty acid compositions. Our future task
includes using films as model systems as shown elsewhere
for pure casein micelles.29
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